
POSITIVE IMPACT WITH AI



If you run a Business then you likely need 
Marketing Operations to promote your 
Products & Services to a target audience. 
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and potentially… 
Customers Support Operations
to assist your existing users. 



However, that could require 
major efforts: 
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and those activities often come 
with significant costs...

Selecting and 
hiring members

Training 
new members

Scaling 
operation

Providing 
workspace and 
equipment

Managing 
the Team



Did you know that AI Technology can handle a 
large portion of your Marketing and Support 
operations? 
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Bots can effectively handle 
both text and voice conversations 
in a human-like manner

Reply to general frequently asked inquiries 
about your products and services.

Process users' requests 
collect contact details, create cases in CRMs (Salesforce, Jira etc.), 
take reservations, schedule appointments.

Assist in resolving problems 
reset passwords, guide through troubleshooting steps and more.

Provide account-specific information 
billing statements, delivery status updates.

Market your Products & Services 
approach target audience, conduct initial assessment, define 
potential interest, engage and convert.



MARKETING 
AUTOMATION

Marketing Chatbots 
(non-voice solutions)

CUSTOMERS SUPPORT 
AUTOMATION

Support Chatbots 
(non-voice solutions)

Support Voicebots (voice solutions) Marketing Voicebots (voice solutions)
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We create Solutions which can promote, market, support: 

Sample: Hotel booking Sample: Offering repair services

https://atify.ai//downloads/booking-a-hotel-sample.wav
https://atify.ai//downloads/booking-a-hotel-sample.wav
https://atify.ai//downloads/pre-sales-sample.wav
https://atify.ai//downloads/pre-sales-sample.wav


That can help you to: 
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Scale 
Operations

Scale up or down your 
Support Operations 
easily. No need to 
spend time to hire or 
lay-off human agents - 
Technology is flexible 
and can serve as many 
or as little customers 
your evolving Business 
requires.

Serve your 
customers fast 

Your customers will 
never have to wait 
to get information they 
need - support bots 
are available 24x7 
and ready to assist your 
customers anytime.

Offload routine work 
from your Team 

Voice/Chatbots 
can effectively handle 
repetitive questions 
allowing human agents 
to focus on complex cases 
only.

Optimize 
operational costs

The AI-powered 
solutions can help you 
to reduce 
your operational 
costs.
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Expected workload distribution dynamics

start 2-months 4-months 6-months (target)

Humans Agents 
(100%)

BOT (0%)

BOT (40%)

BOT (60%)

BOT (80%)

Humans Agents 
(60%)

Humans 
Agents 
(40%) Humans 

Agents 
(20%)

Disclaimer: the figures above are reference number only and can vary depending on a specific project!

Depending on a nature of your business, bots can effectively take over 
around 60% - 80% of your human workload associated with marketing 
and support operations. 



AI Technologies we use
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Requirements 
discussions

Solution Design 
& Prototyping

Prototype Demo 
& Confirmation 

Solution 
Development

UAT / model 
adjustments

Production 
release

2 improvement 
cycles

Continuous 
Improvement

Set of discussions 
to understand  

specific needs and 
requirements.

We choose the most 
suitable 

implementation 
strategy and 
Technology.

Before we start the 
development, we 

confirm the 
expected outcome.

This is heavy lifting - 
time to build the 

actual Production 
ready Solution.

A set of User 
Acceptance Tests and 
demonstrations to be 
done to confirm the 

Quality of the prepared 
Solution.

BIG BANG! 
Time to deploy the 
Solution and let it 
create a positive 

impact.

Post release, we 
need to monitor the 
performance with 
live data and train 
the Natural 
Language 
Understanding 
models.

Repetitive process to 
analyse performance 

and make NLU models 
adjustments for the 

best results.

[2 weeks]        [2 weeks] [2 weeks] [3-6 weeks]   [2-3 weeks] [1 weeks] [4 weeks]
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Implementation Process

FREE 



POSITIVE IMPACT WITH AI

Contacts

150-0001, Tokyo, 
Shibuya Jingūmae, 6-chōme−23−4 

+81 03-6672-1406

info@atify.ai 

https://atify.ai  
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mailto:info@atify.ai
https://arytma.ai/
https://atify.ai

